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‘49 plus 170: The California Gold Rush
While gold was actually discovered by James Marshall at John Sutter’s mill in Coloma on January 24, 1848, it is the year 1849 that is forever linked with the
California Gold Rush. The mad rush for riches produced a slew of literature for the curious, including guides for the trip overland or by sea, descriptions of
California and the gold regions, maps, and illustrations. Decades later, those who had been to California and “seen the elephant” were producing memoirs
of one of the defining experiences of their lives. The following list of forty-nine items is a sampling of our stock on the California Gold Rush. If you have
an interest in the subject and would like to know about additional material, we look forward to hearing from you.
An Original Gold Rush Drawing
by One of the Best Observers of the Events
1. Borthwick, John David: [ORIGINAL SIGNED PENCIL SKETCH,
FROM LIFE, OF A SCENE IN A CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH
TOWN]. [N.p., near San Francisco. ca. 1851]. Original pencil drawing,
5¾ x 8½ inches. Backed on thicker stock to an overall size of 6¾ x 9½
inches. Signed in the lower right, “J. D. Borthwick.” Light foxing in
the image, minor toning around the edges. Near fine.
J. D. Borthwick was a Scottish artist and journalist, leaving his native
land in 1847 to see North America. After traveling from Canada,
down to New Orleans, then back up to New York, like most young
men of his generation, Borthwick caught gold fever, moving to San
Francisco in 1851. He spent the next three years traveling throughout
the California gold country, eagerly observing and sketching the people
and places he encountered, with a special regard for the ethnic peoples
he met. He ventured to other parts of the world and then returned
to Scotland in 1856. The next year, he published a memoir about
his time in gold country called Three Years in California, including his
experiences in various gold camps near Sacramento, Coloma, Nevada
City, San Andreas, Sonora, Jacksonville, Downieville, and Placerville.
The book is generally regarded as one of the most entertaining firstperson accounts of the early Gold Rush period. His illustrations for the

gold rush period were also published in various periodicals, including Hutching’s
California Magazine, Harper’s Weekly, and the Illustrated London News.
Borthwick’s drawing here depicts what must have been a fairly standard gold camp,
with makeshift tents, and numerous men in western gear milling about. One of
the tents is labeled, “Adams & Co. Express,” a courier company founded in San
Francisco in 1849 to send gold dust to the east coast. An amazing primary source
of the mad rush for gold in California in the mid-1800s by an accomplished artist,
and author, of the period.
$4000.
2. Buffum, E. Gould: SIX MONTHS IN THE GOLD MINES: FROM A
JOURNAL OF THREE YEARS’ RESIDENCE IN UPPER AND LOWER
CALIFORNIA. 1847-8-9. Philadelphia. 1850. 172pp. plus advertisements.
Original printed wrappers. Spine perished, wrappers quite soiled, scuffed, and
stained. Scattered foxing and staining (mostly in the second half of the text).
Good, in original condition.
“One of the chief sources of authority for the history of that period” – Cowan.
Bancroft called the book “One of the most important contributions to the history
of California.” Buffum arrived in Baja California in 1847 as an officer in the U.S.
army of occupation, and was mustered out of the service in October 1848. The
first half of the book is devoted to a description of Buffum’s career in the gold
mines, while the latter half gives a description of California in 1849. A former
journalist in New York, Buffum gives a vivid account of his experiences. He later
served as editor of the Alta California newspaper. “Observing the Gold Rush
from its beginnings, he recounted every facet of life including the tremendous
non-mining potential of California and the formation of government” – Kurutz.
Scarce in the original wrappers.
The Streeter copy sold to Dawson’s Book Shop for $90 in 1968. It reappeared
in the sale of California collector Roger Larson in 1995.
BARRETT 389. GRAFF 472. STREETER SALE 2613. HILL 207. HOWES
B943, “aa.” WHEAT GOLD RUSH 28. SABIN 9067. KURUTZ 97. BYRD 7.
COWAN, p.83. HOWELL 50:28. NORRIS CATALOGUE 436. ROCQ 15726.
$1250.
3. [California Gold Rush]: [Havens, Langdon H.]: Judd, J.W.: [AUTOGRAPH
NOTE, SIGNED, BY J.W. JUDD, TO GUY R. PHELPS, REGARDING A
LIFE INSURANCE POLICY FOR LANGDON H. HAVENS, A FORTYNINER AND MEMBER OF JOHN WOODHOUSE AUDUBON’S ILLFATED OVERLAND EXPEDITION TO CALIFORNIA IN 1849]. New
York. Jan. 29, 1849. [1]p. of a bifolium, docketed on verso of second bifolium
leaf. Mailing folds, slight edge discoloration, else fine.
An intriguing note regarding life insurance for a forty-niner traveling to California in 1849 with Henry Webb and John Woodhouse Audubon. The note reads,
“Langdon H. Havens wants a [life insurance] permit for California to go over the
Overland Route in company with persons bearing dispatches from our Govern-

ment, in a Company of 100 or
more. He wants to leave for
Washington immediately....”
Perhaps the twenty-six-year-old
Haven (sometimes spelled Havens) originally intended to join
a safe government-sponsored
expedition from Washington,
but he was in fact among the
100 Forty-Niners who embarked
on a famously ill-fated overland expedition, led by Army
Colonel Henry Webb, with John
Woodhouse Audubon, son of
the famous ornithologist, as his
second in command, which left
New York on February 8.
The company proceeded by ship,
train, stagecoach and riverboat
to New Orleans and from there
by steamer across the Gulf of
Mexico to the mouth of the Rio
Grande, where they arrived on
March 13 – an odd overland
route dictated by Webb, a veteran of the Mexican-American War. There disaster struck. A dozen men died of cholera, the company’s money was stolen, and
leadership conflict led Webb to leave the company with a dozen followers. Some
of the remaining stalwarts, including Haven followed Audubon onward, trekking
for seven months through Mexico and Arizona, the survivors finally reaching San
Diego in November. Some then took a boat to San Francisco; others continued
overland to the gold fields. As meticulously recorded by Audubon, a naturalist
and painter in his own right, the entire venture has gone down in history as “one
of the most poorly-planned” Forty-Niner expeditions “on record.” Haven, though
nearly dying en route, was one of the fortunate few who “made it to California.”
An appealing note, dated in the famous year of the California Gold Rush, that
eerily anticipates the dangers inherent in overland travel in America in the 19th
century.
$600.

The California Gold Rush in Germany
4. [California Gold Rush]: CALIFORNIEN UND SEINE GOLDMINEN.
Kreuznach: R. Voigtlander, 1849. 32pp. Printed blue wrappers (rear wrapper
original, front wrapper in facsimile). Small corner repairs to rear wrapper. Some
foxing, two ink stamps on titlepage. Else very good. In a half morocco slipcase
and cloth chemise.

The first edition of an exceedingly rare Gold
Rush pamphlet, printed in the hallowed year
of that epochal event. “Like many guidebooks
for Europeans, this pamphlet gives general
information on California’s physical features,
history, and ‘Notes for Emigrants’ on the
gold discovery. The portion on California’s
gold riches consists primarily of an article
reprinted from the Koelner Zeitung of January 14, 1849, which in turn summarizes R.B.
Mason and others. The guide mentions the
many German settlers in the Sacramento
Valley and speaks proudly of Captain Sutter” – Kurutz.
Only four institutions worldwide report a copy
of this book: the California State Library, the
University of California at Berkeley, Yale,
and the State Library in Berlin. It is even
more difficult to encounter at auction, this
copy being the only one on record to pass
through the rooms.
COWAN II, p.102. HOWES C43, “aa.”
KURUTZ 112. SABIN 9984.
$6250.

5. [California Gold Rush]: [Philadelphia and California Mining Company]:
[STOCK CERTIFICATE No. 1767 FOR FIFTY SHARES IN THE PHILADELPHIA AND CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY]. [Philadelphia. Sept.
16, 1852]. Broadsheet, 8 x 9½ inches. Previously folded, with small chip at edge
of a fold line. Printed form, completed in manuscript by several hands. With a
woodcut mining vignette. Near fine.
A certificate for stock in the Philadelphia and California Mining Company,
completed on Sept. 16, 1852, granting one Theodore Walter fifty shares in the
venture, and signed by the Secretary, L. Alter, and the President, Pearson Serrill.
The central woodcut depicts a mining scene representing the company’s California operations. The Philadelphia and California Mining Company was founded
in the same year on the basis of a land lease from John Fremont in the area of
the Mariposa River. A rare piece of mining ephemera: OCLC records only one
other example of a stock certificate from this company, held by the California
Historical Society.
OCLC 828929436.
$750.

The Laws of the Diggings
6. [California Gold Rush]: COLUMBIA MINING LAWS [caption title].
[Columbia, Ca.: Gazette Print, 1853]. Broadside, 10¾ x 8 inches, printed in three
columns. A bit of light foxing, mostly in the margins. Near fine. In a folding cloth
clamshell case, spine gilt.
A rare broadside printing of the laws of the Columbia Mining District in California
in 1853, created and enforced by the miners for their own self-government. The
seventeen articles all deal with regulations for mining and claims. The first nine
set out rules for making and operating claims. The next three address foreign
ownership of claims. Article 10: “None but Americans and Europeans who have
or shall declare their intentions of becoming citizens, shall hold claims in this
district....” Article 11: “Neither Asiatics nor South Sea Islanders shall be allowed
to mine in this district, either for themselves or for others.” Article 12 sets out a
punishment for any miner who sells a claim to an Asian or Polynesian. The final
five articles set out rules for enforcing the laws, including the creation of a Miners Committee, and a system of binding arbitration. According to the text, the
laws were adopted “at a meeting of the Miners of the Columbia Mining District,
held Oct. 1st, 1853...,” and the laws are signed in print by “C.H. Chamberlain,
Pres.” and “R.A. Robinson, Sec’y.”
“The item is of basic importance...as an example of how the California miners – or
men beyond the reach of government anywhere else in our States and Territories,
for that matter – banded together and enacted and enforced codes of law for their
own protection” – Eberstadt. The Columbia Gazette (which printed this broadside)
was, according to Kemble, the second newspaper to operate in Columbia, starting operations in the fall of 1852. The first newspaper in the area, the Columbia
Star, apparently printed only two or three issues in October-November of 1851,
before the printing press was destroyed by vandals.

Greenwood locates only three copies, at the California Historical
Society, the Bancroft Library, and
the Streeter copy, which was sold
at the Clifford sale in 1994. Rocq
lists a copy at the Huntington Library. OCLC adds copies at Yale,
Library of Congress, University of
California at San Diego, Stanford,
and DeGolyer Library at Southern
Methodist University. A rare and
interesting example of the search for
order in the tumult of the gold rush.
The Streeter copy sold to Howell
for $550 in 1968. It later reappeared
in the sale of California collector
Henry Clifford in 1994.
GREENWOOD 381. ROCQ 15427.
EBERSTADT 131:105. STREETER
SALE 2735. CLIFFORD SALE 26.
OCLC 29876358.
$6500.
7. [California Laws]: THE
STATUTES OF CALIFORNIA,
PASSED AT THE SECOND SESSION OF THE LEGISLATURE...1851, AT THE CITY OF SAN JOSE.
[with:] THE STATUTES OF CALIFORNIA, PASSED AT THE THIRD
SESSION OF THE LEGISLATURE...1852, AT THE CITIES OF VALLEJO
AND SACRAMENTO. [San Jose] & San Francisco. 1851, 1852. 558; 314pp.,
with three-page errata bound into the first volume. Modern buckram, gilt leather
labels. Minor shelf wear and soiling, slight chipping to labels. Faint ink library
stamps and embossed blind stamps on titlepages, a few signatures tanned in first
volume, occasional contemporary ink marginalia in second volume, minor foxing. Very good.
Two of the earliest imprints in the state of California, and two of the first three
publications of laws printed in the state, constituting the laws for the second and
third sessions of the California legislature. The first Statutes of 1850 was actually printed in New York, and the 1851 Statutes is one of two printings in that
year, with an edition also printed in San Francisco. The laws instituted here are
commensurate with those of a fledgling state, with additional provisions covering
mining, as California was in the grips of the Gold Rush at this time. “The second
Statutes is as rare as the first which was published in San Jose [actually New York],
1850” – Decker. Rare, with only two and three copies in OCLC, respectively.
DECKER 50:62. CLIFFORD 12a, 12b. MIDLAND NOTES 59:98. OCLC
77805265, 65114630, 166509049.
$900.

8. [California Pictorial Letter Sheet]: DIVIDING THE PILE [upper] HARD
ROAD TO TRAVEL [lower]. [San Francisco]: Britton & Rey, [ca. 1851]. Pictorial letter sheet, 10¾ x 8¼ inches, blank conjugate leaf attached. On white wove
paper. A bit of chipping around the edges. Small stain near lower portion of fold.
A few light fox marks. Very good.
A nice pair of images from the California Gold Rush, here on a pictorial letter
sheet with the blank conjugate leaf attached. In the upper image four weary miners sit or stand around a table, smoking and drinking, their mining tools at their
feet. The one standing weighs gold in a hand balance. The lower image is of

several miners on foot walking along a trail, several of them carrying equipment,
and accompanied by pack animals. A nice pair of Gold Rush images, evoking the
weariness and effort associated with mining.
BAIRD, CALIFORNIA’S PICTORIAL LETTER SHEETS 54. CLIFFORD
LETTER SHEET COLLECTION 48. PETERS, CALIFORNIA ON STONE,
p.69.
$1250.

FISHES, STATE OF ITS SOCIETY, AGRICULTURE, COMMERCE, MINES,
MINING, &c. WITH A JOURNAL OF THE VOYAGE FROM NEW YORK
VIA NICARAGUA, TO SAN FRANCISCO AND BACK, VIA PANAMA.
Boston. 1854. xi,356pp. plus large folding color map. Original gilt cloth. Head
and toe of spine chipped (more so at head of spine), corners lightly worn. Old
pencil inscription on front free endpaper: “To His Excelly. Gov. Clarke.” A few
signatures pulling, but internally clean. Overall very good.
Capron went to California in the spring of 1853 as the agent of several mercantile houses in New York. His vivid account includes descriptions of the lurid
side of San Francisco, gaming, Chinese inhabitants, the missions of California,
life in the mines, mining techniques, etc. “This work gives extensive treatment
to the Mexican War and the conquest of California. Part two gives a detailed
description of San Francisco, and part three a description of the gold mines of
California” – Hill. The handsome colored folding map by Colton includes an
inset street map of San Francisco.
COWAN, p.104. KURUTZ 116. HOWES C127. ROCQ 16759. WHEAT GOLD
REGIONS 254. SABIN 10764. GRAFF 580. HILL 254. RUMSEY 2885. STREETER
SALE 2734 (this map in pocket form).
$950.
10. Champagnac, Jean Baptiste Joseph: LE JEUNE VOYAGEUR EN CALIFORNIE RÉCITS INSTRUCTIFS ET MORAUX OFFRANT DES DÉTAILS CURIEUX SUR CETTE RÉGION DE L’AMERIQUE ET SUR
LES COUTUMES USAGES ET MOEURS DE SES HABITANTS. Paris.
[1852]. [4],248pp. plus eight handcolored plates (including frontispiece). Half
title. Original gilt cloth, neatly rebacked, original gilt spine laid down, a.e.g. Very
clean internally. Very good.
Scarce French novel of an adventurer’s journey to California to partake in the Gold
Rush. While such works were usually meant as cautionary tales, they often had
the result of spurring interest in going to the mines. The attractive illustrations,
nicely handcolored, show scenes from the tale, including his tearful departure
from France, his adventures in the wilds of America (encounters with Indians and
hunting tigers), and his return home.
KURUTZ 124. COWAN, p.113. Nasatir, French Activities in California, p.400.
SABIN 11819.
$1250.

In Original Wrappers
11. Clarke, Asa B.: TRAVELS IN MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA.... Boston.
1852. 138pp. Original printed wrappers. Small stain in lower right corner of first
half of text leaves, else a fine, bright copy. In a half morocco box.

With a Handsome Map
9. Capron, Elisha S.: HISTORY OF CALIFORNIA FROM ITS DISCOVERY
TO THE PRESENT TIME; COMPRISING ALSO A FULL DESCRIPTION
OF ITS CLIMATE, SURFACE, SOIL, RIVERS, TOWNS, BEASTS, BIRDS,

Asa Clarke left New York as a member of the Hampden Mining Company in late
January 1849. He travelled to the mines of California from Camargo, Mexico,
through Chihuahua and Sonora to the Gila River in Arizona (then the U.S.-Mexican
boundary), arriving in Los Angeles on July 9. Clarke’s narrative provides the first

printed description of that route. He spent
that winter at Marysville and Sacramento, and
along the Yuba River. Streeter characterizes
this narrative as “one of the most interesting
[overlands]....This route had not previously
been described.”
HOWES C451, “b.” SABIN 13393. MINTZ
534. COWAN, p.128. GRAFF 746. STREETER
SALE 3169. WAGNER-CAMP 210. KURUTZ
138. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 41. HILL 302.
JONES 1275. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST
123.
$2000.
12. Comstock, J.L.: A HISTORY OF THE
PRECIOUS METALS, FROM THE EARLIEST PERIODS TO THE PRESENT TIME;
WITH DIRECTIONS FOR TESTING
THEIR PURITY, AND STATEMENTS OF
THEIR COMPARATIVE VALUE, ESTIMATED COST, AND AMOUNT AT DIFFERENT PERIODS; TOGETHER WITH
AN ACCOUNT OF THE PRODUCTS OF
VARIOUS MINES; A HISTORY OF THE
ANGLO-MEXICAN MINING COMPANIES,
AND SPECULATIONS CONCERNING
THE MINERAL WEALTH OF CALIFORNIA. Hartford: Belknap and Hamersley, 1849.
222,4pp. 12mo. Original blindstamped cloth, spine gilt. Cloth rubbed, worn at
spine ends and corners. Early ownership signature on front free endpaper. Scattered light foxing. Very good. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth
slipcase, spine gilt.
This copy bears the contemporary ownership signature of John Gilroy, likely the
namesake of the town of Gilroy, California.
A very scarce book on world mining, with significant and timely sections on California gold mining. “The discovery of California gold made Comstock’s world
survey appeal to a much wider audience. He hurriedly included information
on California and added a final chapter entitled ‘Estimated Expenses of Outfits
from the United States to California.’ He opened by saying his printer allowed
him no time to fully develop the subject. Comstock also calculated the cost of
going to California, the loss of labor in the eastern United States, and estimated
that it would take $22,260,000 in California gold before the United States would
realize a profit” – Kurutz.
KURUTZ 154. COWAN, p.139. SABIN 15074. NORRIS CATALOGUE 835.
$1000.

First Printed View of Fort Laramie
13. [Cross, Osborne]: A REPORT, IN THE FORM OF A JOURNAL, TO
THE QUARTERMASTER GENERAL, OF THE MARCH OF THE REGIMENT OF MOUNTED RIFLEMEN TO OREGON, FROM MAY 10 TO
OCTOBER 5, 1849...[caption title]. [Contained in:] MESSAGE OF THE
PRESIDENT...TO THE TWO HOUSES OF CONGRESS, AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE SECOND SESSION OF THE THIRTY-FIRST
CONGRESS...PART II. [Washington. 1850]. 126-244pp. plus thirty-six plates
(three folding). Modern red buckram, spine gilt. A bit of occasional light foxing
on text and plates, but generally quite clean and neat. About very good.
The Senate issue. Cross’ report includes a detailed account of the Oregon Trail
as it was in the first year of the great Gold Rush. The views, depicting the trail
from Fort Laramie to the Dalles, seem to have been variously executed by both
Ackermann of New York and Weber of Baltimore. An important report, with
notable illustrations. The rest of the document contains more information relative to the Gold Rush.
GRAFF 4415. WAGNER-CAMP 181:3. HOWES C923. SABIN 17660. $1750.

Fremont’s Mining Troubles
14. [Cushing, Caleb]: [Fremont, John Charles]: THE UNITED STATES,
ADS. JOHN C. FREMONT, APPELLANT, FROM DISTRICT COURT OF
THE UNITED STATES FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA. BRIEF FOR THE UNITED STATES. C. CUSHING, ATTORNEY
GENERAL. [Washington? ca. 1855]. 55pp. plus addendum leaf inserted between
pages 22 and 23. Dbd. Slightly soiled. Very good.
This case, brought by the U.S. government, contested Fremont’s ownership of
“Las Mariposas,” a rich gold region near Yosemite Valley. Fremont bought the
seventy-square-mile tract sight unseen for $3,000 in 1847. The gold from the
area, known also as the “Mariposa Grant,” made Fremont a rich man, although
he was embroiled in a variety of lawsuits over the legitimacy of his ownership
claim. The federal government argued that Juan B. Alvarado, who sold the land
to Fremont, had no real title and that the land should be considered in the public domain. The Supreme Court, hearing the case in their December term of
1854, found for Fremont. Gold Rush historian J.S. Holliday has wryly observed
that Fremont “was probably the only person in California taking gold from land
he actually owned.” OCLC locates only four copies: three in the University of
California system and one at Yale. A scarce and interesting Fremont item.
J.S. Holliday, Rush for Riches, p.136 (note). OCLC 19561911.
$1750.

16. Decker, Peter: THE DIARIES OF PETER DECKER OVERLAND
TO CALIFORNIA IN 1849 AND LIFE IN THE MINES, 1850 – 1851.
Georgetown, Ca.: The Talisman Press, 1966. 338,[1]pp. plus two folding maps.
Frontispiece. Quarto. Original maroon cloth, gilt stamped cover and spine. In
double slipcase. Fine.
One of 100 copies signed by the editor. With a map in facsimile of the Feather and
Yuba rivers. An excellent overland narrative. “Decker’s narrative does not read as
smoothly as some other narratives, but more than makes up this slight defect with
an interesting and detailed report of journey of 1849” – Mintz. Decker, of Ohio,
was a member of the Columbus and California Industrial Association. “Decker
was one of the first to arrive in the remote Trinity mining district. From there,
the gold seeker went on to work the South Fork of the Yuba River and tells of the
rigors of everyday mining life including the building of a diversion dam” – Kurutz.
MINTZ 120. MATTES 422. KURUTZ 174.
$175.

A History of the California Gold Regions

Rare Australian Narrative of the California Gold Rush
15. Dean, Johnson: A TRIP TO CALIFORNIA IN 1850-3, WITH CHAPTERS ON SOUTH-SEA ISLANDS, “PORT PHILLIP,” AND BEAUTIFUL
TASMANIA. Hobart: J. Walch & Sons, [1905]. 120,[4]pp. plus frontispiece and
seven photographic illustrations. Original green cloth, gilt. Corners worn. Light
soiling and wear to covers. Internally clean. About very good.
Dean’s account of his trip to California is written in a convivial, chatty style,
based on his visit in 1852. He provides descriptions of San Francisco, Oregon,
the Sacramento Valley, Sydney, Port Phillip, and Tasmania. Additionally he
gives accounts of gold mining, gambling saloons, bullfights, and murders. The
work concludes with a section on Van Dieman’s Land and Port Phillip, which
includes some remarkable social details, recalling individual businesses and their
owners, as well as reporting on the aboriginal population. The final four pages
contain local advertisements for businesses in Hobart. Not in Kurutz. Scarce,
with only one copy in auction records in the last forty years and only a handful
of copies in OCLC.
FERGUSON 9038.
$2500.

17. DeGroot, Henry: RECOLLECTIONS OF CALIFORNIA MINING LIFE.
PRIMITIVE PLACERS AND THE FIRST IMPORTANT DISCOVERY
OF GOLD. THE PIONEERS
OF THE PIONEERS – THEIR
FORTUNE AND THEIR FATE.
WRITTEN FOR THE MINING
AND SCIENTIFIC PRESS. San
Francisco. 1884. 16pp., printed in
double columns, with five fullpage illustrations. Original pictorial
wrappers. Wrappers lightly worn
and lightly soiled. Two brief notes
on verso of front wrapper (one
in pencil, one in ink). Very clean
internally. About very good overall.
Henry DeGroot was a journalist
with the New York Tribune when
he was sent to report on the gold
discoveries in 1848. Rather than
giving a personal account of his
own experiences, however, DeGroot presents a very useful history
of gold discoveries in California
in 1848 and 1849. Other sections
consider why John Fremont failed
to discover gold earlier in the
1840s, and why many of the early
pioneers failed to attain wealth.
The illustrations are by the great

Gold Rush artist, Charles Nahl. The front wrapper shows a miner panning for
gold, and the rear wrapper illustrates a quartz mill. Other illustrations show Sutter’s Mill and other mining camps, as well as various mining methods.
Ximenes bought the Streeter copy for $50 in 1968. It is now in the DeGolyer
Library at Southern Methodist University.
KURUTZ 175. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 56. STREETER SALE 2985. HOWES
D220 (ref). COWAN, p.162. ROCQ 15772. NORRIS CATALOGUE 948. $2250.

A Classic of the Gold Rush
18. [Delano, Alonzo]: PEN KNIFE SKETCHES; OR, CHIPS OF THE OLD
BLOCK. A SERIES OF ORIGINAL ILLUSTRATED LETTERS, WRITTEN
BY ONE OF CALIFORNIA’S PIONEER MINERS, AND DEDICATED TO
THAT CLASS OF HER CITIZENS BY THE AUTHOR. Sacramento. 1853.
112pp. including twenty-four engraved plates. Modern three-quarter calf and
marbled boards, gilt. Modern bookplate on front pastedown. Light foxing and
thumb-soiling in text, light vertical
crease throughout. Very good.
An important and rare piece of illustrated Californiana, comprised of witty
text by Alonzo Delano (a.k.a. “Old
Block”) and wonderful illustrations by
the masterful Charles Nahl. Delano
was born in Auburn, New York and was
living in Illinois in 1849. He travelled
overland to California, where he mined
in the diggings and operated a shop
selling provisions in San Francisco,
before settling down in Grass Valley as a banker and agent for Wells
Fargo. His writings provide a comic
but realistic view of life during the
Gold Rush. The great illustrations by
Nahl, the “Cruikshank of California,”
depict scenes in San Francisco and at
the gold mines.
“Delano...began publishing his witty
and delightful observations of California for the Pacific News and the California Daily Courier. Well received,
they were gathered with other Delano
writings into book form in 1853....
The publishers enriched the volume
with full-page wood engravings by
Thomas Armstrong based on drawings

by Charles Nahl. The portrait of the long-nosed Old Block on San Francisco’s
Long Wharf is a classic” – Kurutz.
A rare work, accorded a “b” by Howes, and a basic document of the Gold Rush.
COWAN, p.163. HOWES D232, “b.” GREENWOOD 383. HOWELL 50:1517
(this copy). ROCQ 6047. KURUTZ 181a. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 132
(note).
$4750.
19. [Delavan, James]: NOTES ON CALIFORNIA AND THE PLACERS:
HOW TO GET THERE, AND WHAT TO DO AFTERWARDS. By One
Who Has Been There. New York. 1850. [3]-128pp. Modern half morocco and
marbled boards, spine gilt. Front wrapper, titlepage, two plates, and final text
leaf provided in facsimile. Internally clean and tightly bound.
A decent copy (though with the titlepage, final two
pages, and plates in facsimile) of a gold rush rarity.
Delavan travelled to California via Panama, made a
quick fortune in the mines, and saw quite a bit of
the rest of the region, including San Francisco and
Sacramento. “This is one of the earliest diaries kept
by an actual Gold Hunter and gives an unusually frank
and detailed account of daily life at the diggings.
Delavan was one of the original Feather River Party
of ‘49 and struck it rich at Rocky Bar, where in less
than three weeks he took out over 100 pounds of the
yellow metal. His book describes the trip to California – the San Francisco of 1849; extravagant prices;
the Gaming Halls; the fortunes won and lost; life and
observations in Benicia; Embarcadero (Sacramento);
Sutter’s Fort; Culloma (sic); Mormon Island; Volcano
Bar; Spanish Bar; Kelsey’s Bar; Feather River; North
Fork; Rector’s Bar; San Joaquin; Stockton; Monterey,
etc. Other sections of the book deal with the ‘Code
Lynch,’ the Oregon immigration; the Indian Tribes;
their depredations, etc.; methods of mining; traders
and trading posts; kaleidoscopic conditions; manners
and customs; routes; and advice to emigrants” – Eberstadt. “One of the most spirited accounts of the
journey to California and life in the mines” – Kurutz. Very scarce on the market,
with only the Clifford-Volkmann copy having appeared at auction in recent times
($18,400 at the Volkmann sale in February 2005). A wounded copy of a major
gold rush rarity.
Not an exact comparison, given the imperfect nature of the copy offered here.
The Streeter copy sold to the Carnegie Book Store, bidding for the Clements
Library, for $600 in 1968.
KURUTZ 183a. HOWES D237, “b.” GRAFF 1044. COWAN, p.164. ROCQ
15773. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 58. STREETER SALE 2628. CLIFFORD SALE
33. SABIN 10036. DECKER 23:95. EBERSTADT 104:38.
$1750.

Fine California Gold Mining Prospectus
20. [Delavan, James]: ROCKY-BAR MINING COMPANY, CALIFORNIA.
CIRCULAR, ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, RESOLUTIONS, etc. 1850
[wrapper title]. [New York. 1850]. 12pp. Original blue wrappers printed in gold.
Old vertical center fold, a few light fox marks, else very good and fresh. In a half
cloth and paper archival folder.

The Streeter copy sold to Howell for $150 in 1968.
HOWELL 104 (this copy). COWAN, p.539. VAIL, p.22. SABIN 72456. WHEAT
GOLD RUSH 58 (note). KURUTZ 541. STREETER SALE 2645. EBERSTADT
104:39. RANDALL 413.
$6000.

An early and quite rare California mining stock promotion prospectus. The
Rocky-Bar Mining Company was organized in July 1849 as an association of forty
miners digging for gold on the Big-Bar on the middle fork of the American River,
some seventy miles from Sacramento. From the text:
“The Rocky and the Big Bars are considered by the old miners as the richest, or
to say the least, among the very richest portions of the gold region in California....
It is in the first place freely admitted, that all calculations heretofore made on
this subject, are wholly speculative. It is however not impossible that the wildest
estimates may be fully realized.”
“Over 100 pounds of gold were taken out of the river in less than three weeks.
President Philo D. Mickles and Secretary James Delavan wrote the first segment. It is dated November 4, 1850. Delavan...contributed the remainder
of the text. Included are two resolutions,
dated July 22, 1850, from Big-Bar, and July
29, 1850, from Sacramento City” – Kurutz.
Delavan, whose name appears in print at
the end of this report, was the author of
Notes on California and the Placers (1850), in
which he recounts his experiences of 1849
as part of the Feather River Party. “In this
scarcely known brochure Delavan gives his
narrative of the little band of miners, consisting of himself and 39 others, who went
up the Feather River in 1849 and took out
upwards of 100 pounds of gold in less than
three weeks. Of the forty who started out,
only twenty-five were able to withstand the
hardships involved, during which they suffered
‘everything but death itself from privation,
disease and sickness’” – Eberstadt. Wheat
refers to the Rocky-Bar Mining Company
as “the first organized project for mining
quartz in California.” The only published
California mining promotion preceding this
was the report of the American Quicksilver Company of California. Handsomely
printed. This is the Jay Snider copy, with
his bookplate on the inside front cover of
the archival folder.

21. Duval, Peter S.: Kuchel, Charles C.: [Marryat, Frank]: VIEW OF SAN
FRANCISCO. 1850. TAKEN FROM A HIGH POINT ON THE SOUTH
SIDE [caption title]. Philadelphia. 1850. Color lithograph, 13¼ x 16¾ inches.
Matted. Previously folded. A few small separations along folds, moderate chip at
right margin not affecting image, all repaired on blank verso. Light mat burn.
Good plus.
A scarce color lithograph of Gold Rush-era San Francisco, executed by important
lithographers Charles Kuchel and Peter S. Duval. The view was published by
Theodore T. Johnson, author of a highly popular account of California, Sights
in the Gold Region and Scenes by the Way, first published in 1849, and reprinted
numerous times. “Duval was a pioneer in color printing.... Duval and his group
occupy one of the most important places in American lithography” – Peters.

The view depicts the town from the south, with the harbor occupied by numerous
ships to the right. The buildings are partially obscured by lush forest in the lower
foreground, and small purplish-blue mountains range across the background. “A
somewhat tropical interpretation of the view from the south.... The prototype is
a gouache painting by Frank Marryat, now at the Society of California Pioneers.
Marryat’s illustrations for his book on Borneo and the East Indian Archipelago
indicate that the tropical lushness, rich color and peculiar hill shapes which appear
in certain of his gouaches of San Francisco were, in part, inspired by the sojourn
in southeast Asia” – Baird & Evans. Two states of this image were produced, the
present work being an example of the first, better executed version.
A scarce and attractive, if fanciful, view of Gold Rush San Francisco. Baird &
Evans locate only a handful of copies.
BAIRD & EVANS, HISTORIC LITHOGRAPHS OF SAN FRANCISCO 18a.
PETERS, AMERICA ON STONE, pp.165-168. PETERS, CALIFORNIA ON
STONE, p.115. REPS, VIEWS & VIEWMAKERS 250.
$750.

Weighing California Gold
22. Eckfeldt, Jacob R., and William E. Du Bois: NEW VARIETIES OF
GOLD AND SILVER COINS, COUNTERFEIT COINS, AND BULLION;
WITH MINT VALUES. New York. 1851. 72,[2],2,2,[16]pp. plus five plates.
Original gilt cloth. Slight repair at head of spine. Very minor scattered foxing.
Bright and very good.
Second edition, “rearranged, with numerous additions,” after the first Philadelphia
edition of the previous year. The authors
were the official assayers for the Philadelphia Mint at the time of this work’s
publication, and the book was intended as
a guide for those unfamiliar with recent
advances in coinage and assaying. The
text includes much data regarding the
recent strikes in California, and devotes
an entire chapter to the analysis of the
quality of ore coming from California.
The black and white plates depict various
gold coins produced in the United States,
including California bullion struck by
private firms. There is also a discussion
of the coinage of various countries of the
world, including the tong tsien of China,
a “trashy coin...extremely convenient
for alms-giving, a single piece being the
usual quietus for a beggar.”
COWAN, p.76. KURUTZ 217b.
$750.

One of the First California Gold Rush Books
23. Foster, George G.: THE GOLD REGIONS OF CALIFORNIA: BEING A
SUCCINCT DESCRIPTION OF THE GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, TOPOGRAPHY, AND GENERAL FEATURES OF CALIFORNIA: INCLUDING A
CAREFULLY PREPARED ACCOUNT OF THE GOLD REGIONS OF THAT
FORTUNATE COUNTRY. PREPARED FROM OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS
AND OTHER AUTHENTIC SOURCES. New York: Dewitt & Davenport,
1848. 80,[10]pp. Advertisements in the rear. Frontispiece map. Publisher’s gilt lettered wrappers, contemporary manuscript titling on spine. Very good. In
a red cloth box. Provenance: J. H.
Carter, Jr. (contemporary signature
on wrapper).
First edition of “some of the earliest
reports of the gold discovery” (Kurutz), in the publisher’s gold printed
wrappers.
Foster culls reports from Farnham,
Colton, Mason, Doniphan, Fremont,
Emory, et al. “This is one of the
first published accounts of the gold
discovery in book form” – Streeter.
In addition, it is the first book devoted to the Gold Rush to include
a map of the region. The woodcut
map depicts from Los Angeles in the
south to as far north as Three Buttes,
with the region around Sutter’s Fort
circled with hash marks and identified as “Gold Region.” There is
some bibliographic confusion as the
title on the wrapper varies slightly
from the letterpress title. Sabin and
Howes mention the wrapper title as
the title of the first edition although,
as Kurutz points out, the present is
the first, and here in the preferred
wrappers lettered in gold.
KURUTZ 250a. GRAFF 1387.
HOWES F287, “aa.” MINTZ 160. ROCQ 15810. STREETER SALE 2529.
COWAN, p.219 (3rd ed). SABIN 25225. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 77. WHEAT
GOLD REGION 39. EBERSTADT 107:55-58. DECKER 24:68. HOWELL
50:85.
$6750.

24. Fremont, John C., and William H. Emory. NOTES OF TRAVEL IN
CALIFORNIA; COMPRISING THE PROMINENT GEOGRAPHICAL,
AGRICULTURAL, GEOLOGICAL, MINERALOGICAL FEATURES OF
THE COUNTRY; ALSO, THE ROUTE FROM FORT LEAVENWORTH,
IN MISSOURI, TO SAN DIEGO, IN CALIFORNIA, INCLUDING PARTS
OF THE ARKANSAS, DEL NORTE, AND GILA RIVERS. New York &
Philadelphia. 1849. 29; 83; 186pp. plus two maps (one folding) and 6pp. of advertisements. Text printed in double-column format. Modern three-quarter morocco
and marbled boards, spine richly gilt. Two bookplates on front pastedown. A touch
of foxing on map and offsetting on titlepage. Near fine.
This volume contains reprints of important reports by Emory and Fremont.
The first twenty-nine pages comprise Fremont’s Geographical Memoir Upon Upper
California, first printed in 1848; the next section of eighty-three pages reprints
Emory’s narrative, which originally appeared under the title, Notes of a Military
Reconnoissance, including Lieut. Abert’s notes, and was first issued in 1848; the
final portion contains Fremont’s Narrative of an Exploring Expedition to the Rocky
Mountains in the Year 1842, and to Oregon and North California in the Years 1843-44.
Fremont’s report, which was first published in 1845, gives an account of two different expeditions. These reprint editions issued by Appleton’s, apparently meant
to be bound together (but not always found that way), are significant as popular
versions of important overland travel narratives. “...These editions continued to
serve as overland guides, both to Oregon and to California” – Wagner-Camp.
The large folding map is “Map of the United States, Mexico, &c. Showing the
Various Land and Water Routes from the Atlantic Cities to California.” The
smaller woodcut map shows the California gold region, with names of significant
mining districts noted.
WAGNER-CAMP 148:10, 115:13. SABIN 25836. WHEAT GOLD REGION
72, 88.
$850.

Rare German Gold Rush Guide
25. Gerstäcker, Friedrich: KALIFORNIENS GOLD U. QUECKSILBERDISTRICT. NACH, THE CALIFORNIA-HERALD. Leipzig: Wilhelm Jurany,
1849. 32pp. Original white illustrated front wrapper featuring a map of California.
Rear wrapper lacking. Spine neatly and professionally repaired. Light toning,
and a small contemporary inked letter “A” to front wrapper. Small loss to upper corner of last leaf, blank slip mounted to first page of text (covering an old
stamp?). Very good. In a half morocco slipcase and cloth chemise.
Rare German gold rush map and guide from the famous year of the ‘49er. Third
edition, of four published in 1849, all of which are scarce. Friedrich Gerstäcker
was the author of several works in German on the California gold rush. The
present pamphlet is based on a piece originally published in the California Herald.
“Gerstäcker provided information on crossing the Isthmus but recommended the
Cape Horn route. He also warned Germans against the overland route. In addition to giving travel advice, the author described San Francisco and the gold
region and provided quotations from various newspapers” – Kurutz.

The map on the front wrapper depicts the Northern California gold region, and
includes an inset table with distances from Monterey. According to the text, the
map was prepared by an American Army officer, Artillery Lieut. Loeser, who
bore Mason’s famous dispatch to Washington announcing the discovery of gold
in California. The wrapper states (and Wheat confirms) that the map was taken
from the New York Herald (Dec. 26, 1848). In his note to the Herald, Wheat refers
to the map as “of exceptional rarity” and attributes the map to Lieutenant Ord.
An early guide to the California Gold Rush from an author who was there between
September 1849 and November 1850, where he prospected for gold and set up
his own store at Feather River.
COWAN II, p.234. HOWES G138. KURUTZ 269. DOROTHY SLOAN 16:71
(this copy, sold for $11,500). SABIN 10017.
$8500.

An Important Narrative of the California Gold Rush
by Its Most Celebrated Author
26. Harte, Bret: [AUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT, SIGNED OF HARTE’S
ACCOUNT OF THE CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH, “MY EXPERIENCES
AS A GOLD DIGGER”]. [with:] [CORRECTED TYPESCRIPT OF THE
SAME STORY RETITLED IN MANUSCRIPT, “HOW I WENT TO THE
MINES”]. [Arford House, Headley, Hampshire, England. 1897]. 9; 7pp. Quarto.
Loose sheets. Accompanied by the original brown paper packaging with additional
autograph notation by Harte and addressed to Harte, postmarked November
1897. Two tiny stains to the first page of the manuscript, mailing folds. Minor
fold separations to first page of typescript, one horizontal mailing fold. Overall
very good. In a cloth chemise with red morocco label in gilt, with two modern
bookplates, within a blue morocco clamshell case.

An extraordinary surviving literary treasure from one of the West’s legendary
authors, comprising working drafts of Bret Harte’s account of his time as a gold
digger, probably in the Stanislaus River region in Tuolumne or Calaveras county.
Both the manuscript and typescript have holographic corrections in the author’s
hand. Little is known of Harte’s life between his arrival in Oakland in 1854 and
his move to San Francisco in 1860 to work for the Golden Era. His work in the
gold-mining regions that figures so prominently in his work occurred during this
dark period in his biography and are of the most interest to Harte scholars. This
present manuscript is one of the most important sources for researching Harte’s
experiences during this mysterious period. This story provides some of the best
detail on how Harte first became acquainted with the mines and miners which

figure so prominently in his most famous works. “[This sketch] lays no claim to
biographical accuracy, and certain improbable incidents were doubtlessly elaborated for the sake of giving point to the narrative. The story...employs the first
person – with Harte usually a sign of autobiographic tendency. Harte’s sisters
accepted it as essentially accurate; so did his devoted friend [T. Edgar] Pemberton.
The narrative, moreover, has the ring of authenticity; the intimate experiences
and petty difficulties of the boy walking to the mines are hardly ones which an
elderly gentleman would be able to imagine in London” – Stewart.
The typescript, the first seven pages of which are present here, has been corrected
in manuscript to be nearly identical to the published version. Most notable in
both typescript and manuscript are the passages that were entirely deleted from
the published version which first appeared in the American periodical, Youth’s
Companion, in 1899. The published version numbers approximately 3,800 words
and Harte’s own notation on the packaging indicates the original story was 4,500
words. Deleted passages include the first paragraph recounting Harte’s experiences with mining and his bad first impression of miners:
“I suspect that I never really caught what was then called – ‘the gold fever’ – an
infection to which an imaginative and errant school boy like myself might have
been unduly susceptible. I never had the faith of a gold seeker. Even the glamour
of emigration to a distant and unknown country did not include the hopeful vision
of picking up gold nuggets in the streets of San Francisco...I remember that at
first the returning successful or unsuccessful miner as I saw him in the streets of
San Francisco, unkempt of hair and beard and patched of trowser, did not strike
my boyish fancy as an heroic figure. His implements were not picturesque, and
in his kit or outfit the frying pan and the kettle were shamelessly obtrusive....Let
any of my youthful readers, unused to manual labor, imagine himself condemned
for days, weeks and perhaps even years, to the regular task of digging, shovelling
and carrying earth in a wheelbarrow to a dirty stream to be as regularly washed;
let him further imagine that his only reward for this toil was just sufficient to
procure him the plainest food and he will have some idea of gold digging as
practised by at least two-thirds of the mining population of California – even in
what was known as its ‘flush times.’”
Later Harte wrote of the visual environment in California, especially around the
gold mines themselves:
“In that absolutely clarified air, it seemed only a few hundred feet away. In point
of fact it was nearly two miles as the crow flies, and a hawk swinging midway up
the abyss, seemed larger than the crawling miners besides the canvas tents. There
were gashes and excavations on the mountain side – and a rugged gap in the files
of pines; there were hovels, misshapen sheds, and piles of debris.”
From the celebrated collection of Estelle Doheny, with her bookplate on the
folder, sold as lot 720 at the auction of her collection at Christie’s on Feb. 2,
1988, where it realized $18,000.
George Stewart, Bret Harte: Argonaut and Exile (1931), p.46.
$25,000.

27. Hoppe, Janus: CALIFORNIENS GEGENWART UND ZUKUNFT....
Berlin. 1849. viii,151,[1]pp. plus two folding maps. Original printed wrappers.
Front wrapper slightly chipped, with a bit of foxing. Scattered light foxing, almost entirely in the margins, else internally very nice, untrimmed, and largely
unopened. In a half morocco box.
“Like many such publications, the author drew heavily upon previous works,
including Duflot de Mofras, Fremont, Robinson, and Forbes. This introduction
to California consists mainly of a geographical and historical discussion together
with a climatography by Professor Erman. Erman also wrote on the discovery
and importance of gold, based on information gathered during an 1829 visit to
San Francisco while circumnavigating the globe. Hoppe believed that the primary
interest in California was for the European colonization of the West Coast of
North America” – Kurutz. “One of the more important of the many early German
publications on the gold discoveries, with data from various reports and studies
by George A. Erman” – Wheat. “The maps are of substantial importance” – Hill.
One map shows California and the other shows the gold regions of the world.
STREETER SALE 2573. WHEAT GOLD REGIONS 96. WHEAT GOLD
RUSH 104. HOWES H639, “aa.” KURUTZ 341. DECKER 29:44. EBERSTADT
125:137. HOLLIDAY 528. COWAN, p.291. HILL 826. SABIN 32991.
$750.

“Best handbook...[of] the time” – Howes
28. Horn, Hosea B.: HORN’S OVERLAND GUIDE, FROM THE U.S. INDIAN SUB-AGENCY, COUNCIL BLUFFS, ON THE MISSOURI RIVER,
TO THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO, IN CALIFORNIA.... New York: Published by J.H. Colton, 1852. 83,[1],18pp. plus large folding map. 16mo. Original
cloth, stamped in blind and gilt. Cloth a bit faded and worn. Ex-Essex Institute
Library, with their bookplate on front pastedown, blindstamp on titlepage, and
paper label on spine. Front free endpaper torn. A few text leaves wrinkled or
creased, faint tideline along lower edge of text leaves. Overall, about very good.
In a cloth clamshell box, gilt morocco label.
One of two issues of the first edition of the “best handbook for the central route
available at the time” (Howes). This is the issue with the “opinions of the press”
on page 5, and the longer pagination of the main text. Hosea Horn was an Iowa
lawyer who travelled the routes himself and produced this detailed overland guide,
the most popular and best-known of its day. The text consists of a lengthy list
of “Notable Places, Objects and Remarks” and follows the trail in a detailed,
step-by-step fashion, with mileage charts, distance between places, etc. The map
was executed by Colton and shows the entire central route, with all the cut-offs,
marked in red. “Especial importance attaches to this work from the fact that it
was one of the few guides which actually measured and described much of the
route traversed. Horn had personally been over all the ‘cut-offs’ and he prepared
what is possibly the most exact account of the ‘Overland Trail’ which has come

but much additional material has been added in the southern mining region.
Marysville and many other valley points have been added” – Wheat. “There are
new sections on quartz mines, silver and lead mines, and agriculture. This map
shows all the counties from Monterey and Mariposa to the northern boundary, all
clearly set off from each other by the color scheme and making this a very handy
map to consult. It is one of the best maps of California to this time” – Streeter.
Jackson notes in his text on page 15: “We could not advise any one who is doing
well at home, to venture to California.”
A splendid, large-scale map, scale about nine to ten miles to the inch, with exceptional coloring. Kurutz locates only a handful of copies.
Howell bought the Streeter copy for $300 in 1968.
KURUTZ 358b. WHEAT GOLD REGION 196. STREETER SALE 2665.
HOWELL 123. PHILLIPS, MAPS, p.185. NORRIS CATALOGUE 2386. GRAFF
2178. ROCQ 15877.
$18,500.

down to us” – Eberstadt. “One of the best of the guides, as it is one of the few
where the distances were closely measured” – Streeter.
WAGNER-CAMP 214. COWAN, p.292. GRAFF 1952. WHEAT GOLD REGIONS 221. HOWES H641, “b.” KURUTZ 343b. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 105.
WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI 751. SABIN 33021. STREETER SALE 3170.
HOWELL 50:529. EBERSTADT 115:1050. MINTZ 238. REESE, BEST OF
THE WEST 124.
$7500.

“One of the best of the maps of California to this time” – Streeter
29. Jackson, William A.: MAP OF THE MINING DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA. New York: Lambert & Lane, 1851. 38 x 58 cm., in full color. Folded
into 12mo. original green cloth case, stamped in blind and with title in gilt on
front cover. Text: “Appendix to Jackson’s Map of the Mining Districts of California
Bringing Down All the Discoveries Since 1849...,” 16pp. Cloth discolored and
stained. Text very lightly foxed. The map is brightly colored and in fine condition. In a half morocco and cloth box, spine gilt.
Second and best edition, revised and enlarged. In this improved edition the text
has been considerably rewritten and enlarged, with sections on new towns including
Santa Cruz, Agua Fria, Vallejo, and Martinez. There is also new information on
placer mines, silver and lead mines, cinnabar mines, and agriculture. The map is
one of the most attractive of all gold rush maps, with the counties all individually
colored. Jackson identifies several of the southern mines (which he touts in the
text), and it is the only map to name Santa Cruz County “Branciforte.” “This
map is based on 1850-Jackson, but is much more ornate...Very few changes have
been made in the information shown in the northern portion of the gold region,

Classic Account of Gold Rush California
30. Kelly, William: AN EXCURSION TO CALIFORNIA OVER THE PRAIRIE,
ROCKY MOUNTAINS, AND GREAT SIERRA NEVADA. WITH A STROLL
THROUGH THE DIGGINGS AND RANCHES OF THAT COUNTRY.
London. 1851. Two volumes. 342; 334pp. plus leaf of advertisements. Modern half
sheep and paper boards, maroon gilt morocco labels. Internally clean. Very good.
Like so many Englishmen of his era, Kelly took a dim view of the civilization in
the United States. Nonetheless, his narrative is a rich and detailed account of his
journey overland to the gold fields in 1849, and his subsequent account of life in
California has been called “lively and interesting.” The first volume is devoted
to the author’s trip from Liverpool to New York and overland to California.
WAGNER-CAMP 200:1. COWAN, p.235. MATTES 515. MINTZ 269. ROCQ
15895. FLAKE 4569. GRAFF 2298. HOWES K68, “aa.” STREETER SALE
2670. KURUTZ 370a. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 115. EBERSTADT 115:1036.
HOWELL 50:563. VAIL, GOLD FEVER, p.19. SABIN 37321. REESE, BEST
OF THE WEST 143 (note).
$2500.

A lovely copy of the rare first edition, first issue, with the Holdredge imprint.
Letts sailed to Chagres in 1849, went overland to the Pacific, and sailed to San
Francisco. This work is a vivid narrative of California mining life, issued at the
height of the gold fever. It is particularly valuable for the attractive, accurate illustrations drawn by Cooper and lithographed by Cameron. “Cooper has left us a
pungent, graphic record of the long trip to and from the gold fields, of the young
cities he found mushrooming there, of booming San Francisco and Sacramento,
of the lovely vestiges of the mission-founding padres in early California, and of
the actual life of the forty-niners, with its flavor of roughing it, humor, hope,
and all the luring magic of the yellow streak” – Peters. Cameron, the brilliant
hunchback lithographer who was addicted to drink, deserves much of the credit
for the Currier & Ives prints.
HOWES L300, “aa.” COWAN, p.390. GRAFF 2469. FLAKE 4880. KURUTZ
395a. HILL, p.476. PETERS, AMERICA ON STONE, pp.130-31,147. PETERS,
CALIFORNIA ON STONE, pp.97,103-5. SABIN 40723. WHEAT GOLD RUSH
125. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 125.
$1600.

31. Langworthy, Franklin: SCENERY OF THE PLAINS, MOUNTAINS
AND MINES: OR A DIARY KEPT UPON THE OVERLAND ROUTE
TO CALIFORNIA...IN THE YEARS 1850, ‘51, ‘52 AND ‘53. Ogdensburgh.
1855. 324pp. Original blindstamped cloth, spine gilt lettered. Light wear to spine
ends and corners, front hinge a bit loose. Light foxing to initial leaves, otherwise
internally clean. A very good copy.
An important overland narrative. “This account is acclaimed by many sources as
one of the best written of all overland narratives” – Mintz. Langworthy describes
his trip to California via the Platte to Salt Lake, the Humboldt and Carson Valley
to Ringgold, and in the second half of the book narrates his views on California life
and events in the mines, and his return home via Nicaragua. “Langworthy spent
two years traveling throughout California and the mining regions and presented
his readers with a compact, but vividly written description of the mines, mining
methods, and mining society. His accounts of thievery and gambling halls painted
a sordid picture of the land of gold....These observations are balanced with positive statements about California’s flora, fauna, and agricultural wealth” – Kurutz.
BLUMANN & THOMAS 5033. COWAN, p.383. MINTZ 284. STREETER
SALE 3179. HILL 971. GRAFF 2392. HOWES L84. JONES 1336. RADER
2201. FLAKE 4742. SABIN 38904. WAGNER-CAMP 258. KURUTZ 392a.
$600.
32. [Letts, John M.]: CALIFORNIA ILLUSTRATED: INCLUDING A
DESCRIPTION OF THE PANAMA AND NICARAGUA ROUTES. By a
Returned Californian. New York: William Holdredge, 1852. 224pp. Forty-eight
tinted lithographic plates by G.W. Lewis after George V. Cooper. Publisher’s
pictorial gilt cloth. Scattered minor foxing, else very good.

33. [Letts, John M.]: A PICTORIAL VIEW OF CALIFORNIA; INCLUDING A DESCRIPTION OF THE PANAMA AND NICARAGUA ROUTES,
WITH INFORMATION AND ADVICE INTERESTING TO ALL, PARTICULARLY THOSE WHO INTEND TO VISIT THE GOLDEN REGION.
By a Returned Californian. New York: Published by Henry Bill, 1853. 224,[1]
pp. plus forty-nine plates (one plate is included twice). Original gilt cloth. Cloth
sunned, bit frayed at extremities, contemporary ownership inscription, some
scattered foxing, minor but persistent marginal dampstain. A good, sound copy.

The second edition of Letts’ California Illustrated..., a vivid narrative of California mining life, published at the height of the gold fever. “Letts produced
one of the best accounts of gambling, violence, and life in the mines” – Kurutz.
Particularly valuable for the attractive, accurate illustrations drawn by Cooper
and lithographed by Cameron. The book illustrates scenes across the Isthmus of
Panama, in Sacramento and the gold fields, in Santa Barbara, and across Mexico
and Panama. Peters remarks: “Cooper has left us a pungent, graphic record of the
long trip to and from the gold fields, of the young cities he found mushrooming
there, of booming San Francisco and Sacramento, of the lovely vestiges of the
mission-founding padres in early California, and of the actual life of the fortyniners, with its flavor of roughing it, humor, hope, and all the luring magic of the
yellow streak.” Cameron, the brilliant hunchback lithographer who was addicted
to drink, deserves much of the credit for the Currier & Ives prints.
HILL 1016. COWAN, p.390. HOWES L300, “aa.” SABIN 40723. PETERS,
AMERICA ON STONE, pp.130-31, 147. PETERS, CALIFORNIA ON STONE,
pp.97, 103-5. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 125 (ref). KURUTZ 398e.
$650.
34. Lobenstine, William C.: EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OF WILLIAM C. LOBENSTINE.... [N.p.]. 1920. 101pp. portrait plus plate. Original
cloth backed boards. Bookplate removed. Else very good.
Scarce privately printed account of California gold mines, including a description of Lobenstine’s 1851 overland trek to California. Also adventures as a cabin
boy on Mississippi and Ohio River steamboats. “Notable impressions of a poor
young foreigner” – Mattes.
HOWES L410. COWAN, p.394. MATTES 1230. KURUTZ 400.
$150.

Rare Gold Rush Narrative
35. Lyman, Albert: JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE TO CALIFORNIA, AND
LIFE IN THE GOLD DIGGINGS. AND ALSO OF A VOYAGE FROM
CALIFORNIA TO THE SANDWICH ISLANDS. Hartford. 1852. 192pp.

including in-text illustrations. Original illustrated wrappers. Spine and corners
renewed. Internally clean. Very good. In a cloth box, leather label.
Lyman, member of the Connecticut Mining and Trading Company, sailed to Sacramento in August 1849 to participate in the California Gold Rush. As with many
who went west during the gold rush, he made much more money as a merchant
than as a miner, helping to establish stores at Sacramento and at the Mormon
Island diggings. He relates his experiences there, as well as his impressions of the
mines. Lyman also includes a list of the members of the Connecticut Company,
steamboat routes to California and from Stockton to the various diggings, and an
approximation of the total gold extracted from the mines in 1849-50. The final
thirty pages comprise the journal of a voyage to Hawaii which he undertook in
January 1850. “The narrative is of particular interest for its accounts of short
visits to the islands of Kauai and Niihau” – Forbes. A rare gold rush narrative
and Pacific voyage.
STREETER SALE 2715. HILL 1047. HOWES L577, “b.” KURUTZ 411.
COWAN, p.145. WHEAT GOLD RUSH, 129. ROCQ 15926. EBERSTADT
115:661. FORBES 1887.
$4000.

Rare Early Images of the Gold Rush
36. M’Ilvaine, William, Jr.: SKETCHES OF SCENERY AND NOTES OF
PERSONAL ADVENTURE, IN CALIFORNIA AND MEXICO. Philadelphia.
1850. 44pp., plus fifteen (of sixteen) lithographic plates. Plate 8 (“Kanaka Creek”) in
this copy is provided in facsimile. Original
black cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. New
endpapers. Page 19 (facing plate 8) torn
in upper blank margin, with repairs on
verso. A touch of foxing, otherwise very
clean and fresh internally. A very good
copy, though with plate 8 in facsimile.
In a half morocco and cloth folding box,
spine gilt.
A major illustrated work of the California
Gold Rush, one of the earliest such works
published by a returning 49er. M’Ilvaine
was born in Philadelphia, studied art in
Europe, and then took it up professionally. He went to California in early 1849,
arriving on June 1, and left on November
1, 1849 aboard the steamer California.
Each full-page lithograph is accompanied by descriptive text (ranging from
one to nine pages). Nine of the plates
show scenes in California, including San

Francisco, Stockton, Sutter’s Mill, Sutter’s Fort, Wood’s Creek, and scenes along
the Tuolumne. The rest depict scenes along M’Ilvaine’s return journey across
Mexico, including views of Acapulco, Chapultepec, and Mexico City. “This albumlike volume represents one of the earliest publications illustrated with ‘on the
spot’ drawings” – Kurutz. Howes is in error in calling for seventeen plates – he
counts the engraved titlepage twice. Rare, with only a few copies on the market
in the past twenty years.
The Streeter copy sold for $550 to parties unknown in 1968.
KURUTZ 420. COWAN, p.408. HOWES M112, “b.” SABIN 43328. STREETER
SALE 2640. GRAFF 2615. VAIL GOLD FEVER, p.20. WHEAT GOLD RUSH
134. HOWELL 50:170.
$4500.

Important Lost Race Fiction: The First American Gold Rush Novel
37. [Peck, George W.]: AURIFODINA; OR, ADVENTURES IN THE
GOLD REGION. “By Cantell A. Bigly” [pseudonym]. New York: Baker and
Scribner, 1849. 103,[4]pp. Original paper boards. Head of spine chipped. Binding
substantially dampstained and soiled. Leaves foxed and dampstained. A reading
copy. About good.
The first edition of what is generally regarded as the first American novel relating to the California gold rush. It is, however, of ever greater interest for its
utilization of the lost race motif, for soon after making his fortune in the known
gold fields, the protagonist treks east, attempting to reach Santa Fe, but instead
comes upon the valley of Aurifodina. Therein live a highly civilized people and
gold is as common as mud, and steel is the great rarity. The major portion of
the narrative is occupied with contrasting the superior ways of the enlightened
Aurifodinians with those of the outside world. The protagonist marries and lives
a contented life until one day, while he is ascending in an observation balloon, an
anchor line breaks and he is carried east until he is finally downed near the Big
Licks of Kentucky. As much as he wishes to return to Aurifodina, the prospect
of an overland trek is too great for him, and he consoles himself with putting
down his narrative for the enlightenment of others. The degree to which we are
supposed to take all this seriously is probably indicated by the author’s choice of
pseudonym, which is a transliteration of “Can tell a big lie.”
WRIGHT I:2030. COWAN, p.477. PENN STATE UTOPIA CATALOGUE,
p.144. BAIRD & GREENWOOD 1995. KURUTZ 490a.
$500.

Among the Earliest Caricatures of the Forty-Niners
38. Read, James A. and Donald F., illustrators: JOURNEY TO THE GOLD
DIGGINS. By Jeremiah Saddlebags. New York: Stringer & Townsend, [1849].
63,[1]pp. Pictorial title and 112 wood engraved comic illustrations. Oblong octavo.
Original green lower wrapper (upper wrapper, which repeats the title, is lacking).
Good. In a modern cloth slipcase.
Rare first edition of among the earliest caricatures of the Forty-Niners. A classic
of California Gold Rush comic book literature. “Of the American comic books on

the subject of the gold rush, the best known, although it is scarce, is this.” This
is the story of an “Argonaut who risked the hard journey to the gold fields, found
that it was all a good deal more difficult than he had thought, avoided death by
a hair’s breadth time and again, and came home poorer than he went. It is the
best of the American comic books on this theme” (Cowan). “Jeremiah Saddlebags
underwent every possible mishap in this classic spoof of the adventurers of the
Forty-Niner” – Streeter.
Two issues of the first edition were published, without priority, in Cincinnati
and New York. A scarce example of the best known work of Gold Rush comic
book literature.
HOWES R92. GRAFF 3432 (another ed). STREETER SALE 2591 (another ed).
COWAN p. 523. HOWELL, CATALOGUE 50, 203.
$9500.

A Pioneering Gold Rush Work
39. Robinson, Fayette: CALIFORNIA AND ITS GOLD REGIONS; WITH
A GEOGRAPHICAL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL VIEW OF THE COUNTRY, ITS MINERAL AND AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES...WITH A
MAP OF THE U. STATES AND CALIFORNIA.... New York: Stringer and
Townsend, 1849. 144p. plus frontispiece engraving and large folding frontispiece
map. Modern three-quarter polished calf and marbled boards, raised bands, gilt
morocco label. Very minor foxing; early tear in inner margin of map, professionally repaired. Near fine.
According to Wheat, “One of the best of the early books on California printed for
gold seekers.” Robinson, who had produced a book on the Mexican War shortly

40. Ryan, William Redmond: PERSONAL ADVENTURES IN UPPER AND
LOWER CALIFORNIA, IN 1848-9; WITH THE AUTHOR’S EXPERIENCE AT THE MINES.... London. 1850. Two volumes. vi,[2],vii-x,347,[1];
[2],413,[1]pp. plus twenty-three plates (including frontispieces). Contemporary
three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spines richly gilt, gilt leather labels. Paper
boards a bit rubbed and scuffed. Some light foxing on plates; text is generally
clean. Overall, a very handsome set.
The Frederick Fermor Hesketh copy, with his bookplate on the front pastedowns.
That bookplate is tipped over the smaller bookplate in both volumes of “J. Bailey,” featuring a griffin. In this set the list of illustrations is bound in the first
volume between the preface and the contents, hence the collation noted above.
The author sailed from the East Coast to California via Rio de Janeiro and Cape
Horn, a journey to which he devotes three chapters. Ryan initially went to California to fight with the First Regiment of New York Volunteers in the MexicanAmerican War, and afterward sought “relief from the monotony of civilized life,
in a more congenial and adventurous existence amidst the wilds and mountains
of California.” He spent some time in the Stanislaus diggings, but found opportunities in trading goods such as pistols and rifles to be more remunerative.
Includes a chapter on the geographical features of the country, including mineral
wealth. “The charming narrative of an artist and bohemian who left unrecorded
but little that he saw. His descriptions are among the best of his time” – Cowan.
“Both text and illustrations are among the best of the period” – Howes. “The
plates by Ryan furnish the reader with some of the best contemporary views of
mining, cities, pueblos, and daily life in California” – Kurutz.
HOWES R558, “aa.” SABIN 74532. GRAFF 3626. HILL 1508. COWAN, p.547.
KURUTZ 548b. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 173. STREETER SALE 2646. REESE,
BEST OF THE WEST 118.
$2500.
before, drew on both official and unofficial sources for this book. Kurutz calls
this work “a fine anthology of several of the earliest reports of the gold discovery,
conditions in California, history of the region, and ways to reach the diggings....
The excellent map is important for delineating the various sea and overland
routes to California.” The gold region is tinted yellow on the map, as well as on
the inset “Map of the Gold Region,” and the overland routes are drawn in blue.
Among the sources drawn on are reports by Mason, Fremont, Larkin, Emory, and
Kearny; and newspaper accounts. Robinson discusses several routes to California,
recommending the northern Overland Trail as the best. Howes, Kurutz, and
Sabin note two issues, of 137 and 144 pages, of which this is the latter, printed
with an appendix on pages 125-144. This copy also includes the frontispiece view
of San Francisco which Howes notes is “sometimes found, inserted, but was not
issued with the book.”
HOWES R366, “b.” WHEAT GOLD RUSH 168. WHEAT GOLD REGIONS 70.
WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI 591. GRAFF 3527. COWAN, p.537. KURUTZ
539a. SABIN 72070.
$7500.

An important map of southern Oregon and northern California, described by
Thomas Streeter as “one of the first, if not the first to show the new town of
Portland, the new settlements on the Umpqua, and the road to California up the
Willamette Valley.” “Scholfield had visited the Trinity River diggings, and having
found all existing maps of the area ‘defective and erroneous’ decided to prepare
one of his own. For the first time the explorations of the gold seekers in the
northern region are portrayed, and the Trinity is correctly shown flowing into
the Klamath River instead of into the ocean. The Sierra diggings are not shown
in detail, but a few place names here first appear. The coast from San Francisco
to the mouth of the Columbia is based on the recently completed U.S. Coast
Survey charts” – Wheat. A rare map with only four copies noted in OCLC, at
the University of California, Santa Cruz, the Oregon Historical Society Library,
the Huntington Library, and Yale.
STREETER SALE 2685. WHEAT GOLD REGION 206. WHEAT TWENTYFIVE CALIFORNIA MAPS 13. OCLC 37219850, 83289666.
$12,000.

William T. Sherman’s Original Manuscript Account
of His Career in California During the Conquest
and Beginning of the Gold Rush
42. Sherman, William Tecumseh: GENERAL SHERMAN IN CALIFORNIA
1846 – 1850 [manuscript title]. Washington, D.C. 1871. [2],181pp., plus four
additional pages (numbered 74¼, 74½, 150½, 150¾). The entire original manuscript is in Sherman’s distinctive hand, written in ink on the rectos of sheets of
white lined paper. Occasional corrections, cross-outs, or emendations in ink and
pencil. A total of approximately 32,000 words. Folio. Contemporary three-quarter
morocco and cloth, gilt, spine gilt, raised bands. Boards rubbed and shelfworn.
A few leaves with some small tears or chips, but on the whole very neat, clean,
and legible. Near fine.
An exceptional American manuscript memoir, this is the original manuscript of
Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman’s memoirs of his experiences in California from
1846 to 1850. Written entirely in Sherman’s hand, the manuscript describes his
experiences during the Mexican-American War, the American conquest of California, the discovery of gold at Sutter’s Fort in 1848, and the subsequent Gold
Rush. This is the original text of what became the first two chapters of Sherman’s
Memoirs..., regarded as a classic American autobiography.

41. Scholfield, Nathan: MAP OF SOUTHERN OREGON AND NORTHERN CALIFORNIA...EXHIBITING A RELIABLE VIEW OF THE RICH
GOLD REGION...EMBRACING ALSO A COLORED CHART OF THE
COAST FROM SAN FRANCISCO BAY TO THE COLUMBIA RIVER....
San Francisco. 1851. Lithographed map, 24 x 19 inches. Old fold lines, moderate chipping and wear at the edges. Some light soiling and foxing, several very
minor losses at folds. Good.

General Sherman began writing a memoir of his life before the Civil War some time
around 1870, chiefly for the edification of his family. The present manuscript is
that memoir, written entirely in Sherman’s hand. The manuscript is dated March
1871, and Sherman presented it to his loyal aide-de-camp, Joseph C. Audenried, at
that time. These recollections of Sherman’s early years in California became the
first two chapters of his Memoirs, published in 1875. This original manuscript is
therefore the earliest part of Sherman’s memoir, and the earliest autobiographical
writing in which he engaged.

In early 1874, Sherman began to expand his memoirs to encompass the Civil War
years, and this grew into a larger, more disciplined project, which resulted in a
two-volume work, published in 1875 by Appleton and Company, entitled Memoirs
of General William T. Sherman, Written by Himself. In the preface to the first edition Sherman wrote that he intended his memoir to be merely his “recollection
of events, corrected by a reference to his own memoranda, which may assist the
future historian when he comes to describe the whole, and account for the motives and reasons which influenced some of the actors in the grand drama of war.”
Sherman’s work, priced $7 a set, was immediately popular, and sold some 10,000
copies in the three weeks after publication, and ultimately sold some 25,000 sets,
for which Sherman was paid $25,000.
The present manuscript is very much in the form of a rough draft, with numerous corrections, cross-outs, and emendations, and also with variations from the
published text. For example, in the opening paragraph Sherman lists the officers
stationed at Fort Moultrie, South Carolina in the Spring of 1846. In the published
text a “Surgeon McLaren” is listed, while in this manuscript the name is given as
“Surgeon Hawkins.” The manuscript also shows clarifications and corrections by
Sherman that were incorporated into the published text. This manuscript actually goes beyond the two chapters in Sherman’s published memoirs devoted to
his time in California, concluding with some of the initial events described in his
chapter entitled “Missouri, Louisiana, and California 1850-1855,” particularly his
experiences in Washington. This portion is substantially different from the published version of Sherman’s memoir. In all, this manuscript is an excellent source
through which to study the writing, re-writing, and editing of Sherman’s work.
As mentioned, this manuscript became the first two chapters of the first edition
of Sherman’s published Memoirs (the second edition, published in 1886, added a
preceding chapter, describing Sherman’s life up to the Mexican-American War).
Sherman recounts his being assigned to California, his voyage around Cape Horn
in the winter of 1846-47, his scouting trips around California in 1847, and his
assignment as assistant adjutant to Col. Richard B. Mason, the civil and military
governor of California. Sherman also relates how he received the news of the
initial discovery of gold at Sutter’s Fort, his meeting with Kit Carson, who brought
the first overland mail to California, his trips to inspect the gold fields, and his
drafting of an official report on the discoveries. In February 1849, Sherman became adjutant to Gen. Persifor Smith, the new commander of the Division of the
Pacific, and he describes those experiences, as well as his work surveying for land
speculators and ranchers. In the Fall of 1849, Sherman attended the California
constitutional convention at Monterey and describes his experiences there, as well
as his observations in Sacramento as the region was flooded with gold seekers.
Two excerpts from the text give fine examples of the high narrative quality and
sense of immediacy with which Sherman recounts his experiences in California.
The first describes the circumstances when he first heard of the great gold strikes,
the second is his recollection of his first meeting with Kit Carson:

“I remember one day in the Spring of 1848, two men Americans came into the
office & inquired for the Governor. I asked their business and one answered that
he had just come down from Captain Sutter on special business, and he wanted
to see Governor Mason. I took them in to the Colonel and left them together.
After some time the Colonel came to his door & called to me. I went in and my
attention was directed to a series of papers unfolded on the table on which lay
about half an ounce of Placer Gold. Mason said to me what is that? I touched
it & examined one or two of the larger pieces & said, is it Gold? Mason asked
me if I had ever seen native Gold, and I answered that in 1843 I was in upper
Georgia and saw some native gold, but it was much finer than that, and that it
was in a phial or transparent quill. But I said that if that was Gold it could be
easily tested, first by its malleability and next by acids. I took a piece in my teeth
and the metallic lustre was perfect.”
On Kit Carson:
“As yet we had no regular mail to any part of the United States, but mails had
come to us at long intervals around Cape Horn and one or two by land. I well
remember the first overland mail. It was brought by Kit Carson in a saddle bag
from Taos in New Mexico. We heard of his arrival at Los Angeles and waited
patiently for his arrival at h’quarters. His fame then was at its height from the
publication of Fremont’s books and I was very curious to see a man who had
achieved such feats of daring among the wild animals of the Rocky Mountains and
still wilder Indians of the plains. At last his arrival was reported at the town in
Monterey and I hurried to meet him. I cannot express my surprise at beholding
a small, stoop shouldered man with reddish hair, freckled face, soft blue eyes,
and nothing to indicate extraordinary courage or daring. He spoke but little, and
answered questions in monosyllables. I asked for his mail and he picked up his
light saddle bags containing the ‘Great Overland Mail’ and we walked together
to Head Qrs., where he delivered his parcel into Col. Mason’s own hands.”
This paragraph alone contains a few instances where the manuscript of Sherman’s
memoir is at variance with the published version.
Mark Twain called Sherman “a master of narrative,” and literary critic Edmund
Wilson wrote that while Ulysses S. Grant’s Personal Memoirs... are “aloof and
dispassionate,” in Sherman’s memoir “the man is all there in his book; the book
is the man speaking.” Wilson goes on in his appreciation of Sherman:
“He had a trained gift of self-expression....his memoirs are quite amazing. The
vigorous accounts of his pre-war activities...is varied in just the right proportion and to just the right degree of vivacity with anecdotes and personal experiences....He tells us what he thought and what he felt, and he never strikes any
attitudes or pretends to feel anything which he does not feel. His frankness and
self-dependence, his rectitude in whatever he undertakes...and his contempt for
petty schemes and ambitions, together with a disregard for many conventional
scruples, make Sherman, in spite of his harshness, a figure whom we not only
respect but cannot help liking.”

This original manuscript of the California section of Sherman’s Memoirs was
presented by Sherman to his long-serving, trusted aide-de-camp, Col. Joseph C.
Audenried. Sherman has written, below the manuscript title, “presented to Col.
Audenried A.D.C. by Gen. Sherman in consideration of Col. Audenried having
copied the same for the General. Hd. Qr. of the Army Washington D.C. March
17, 1871.” At the conclusion of the text is a similar inscription. It appears that
Sherman gave this copy of his original manuscript memoir to Audenried after
Audenried made a copy for Sherman himself to keep. This copy, entirely in Sherman’s hand and the original manuscript of the memoir has descended through the
Audenried family, appearing on the market here for the first time.
Joseph Crain Audenried (1839-80) was born in Pennsylvania and graduated from
West Point in 1861. Brevetted a second lieutenant, he assisted in organizing and
training troops in Washington before being assigned as an aide to several generals, including Daniel Tyler, William H. Emory, Edwin Sumner, John Wool, and
Ulysses S. Grant. In October 1863, Audenried was transferred to Gen. William
Tecumseh Sherman’s command, and he served as Sherman’s aide-de-camp and
principal assistant until his death in 1880 at age forty. With Sherman, Audenried
participated in the events for which Sherman is most famous: the siege of Atlanta,
the March to the Sea, and the March through the Carolinas. He was promoted
to captain in the 6th Cavalry in 1866, and then to colonel in 1869. Audenried
was stationed with Sherman at St. Louis for much of this time, and joined his
commander in the Indian Wars of the West and on tours of the West, and also
on Sherman’s tour of Europe and the Middle East in 1871-72. Audenried married Mary Colkett in 1863, and the two had a daughter, Florence, in 1867. After
Audenried’s death in 1880, Sherman and Mary Audenried grew quite close, and
it has been speculated that the married commander engaged in an affair with his
aide’s widow.
The original manuscript of Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman’s memoir of his time
in California during the tumultuous late 1840s. A highly significant portion of
one of the great American memoirs.
$95,000.
43. Smith, J. Calvin: MAP OF NORTH AMERICA [caption title]. New York:
Sherman & Smith, 1849. Folding map, approximately 22 x 19¾ inches, partially
handcolored. 24mo. Original publisher’s cloth, stamped in blind and gold lettered. Very light wear to cloth. 20th-century bookplate on front pastedown. A
near mint copy of this map, in remarkable fine condition. In a half pebbled cloth
and printed paper board clamshell box.
A rare early version of Smith’s Map of North America, with an inset of California
with the gold regions highlighted. Another edition was published the same year
by John Disturnell, and it was reissued the following year to accompany the third
edition of Disturnell’s Emigrant’s Guide. The routes to California and Oregon
from Independence, Fort Smith, and Port Lavaca are indicated in red, and the
gold regions of California are shaded yellow. OCLC records only two copies of

Sortore travelled overland to California in March 1850, starting from Keokuk,
Iowa, via the Mormon settlement at Nauvoo, where he arrived “in time to see the
smoke and hear the roar of ‘Cannon’ when the Citizens fired on the Mormons
to drive them from Nauvoo.” He went through South Pass in the Rockies, and
thence to Fort Bridger and Salt Lake, via Carson Lake through the Sierra Nevada
to Hangtown. “Sortore and companions mined near Louisville on the South Fork
of the American River. Eventually he mined on the South Fork of the Yuba River
near Bridgeport. In October 1857, he returned home via Nicaragua” – Kurutz.
A detailed account of the journey, with notes on gold digging and the like. A
quite rare privately printed overland.
KURUTZ 593. COWAN, p.894. MATTES 970. MINTZ 431. FLAKE 8281.
$850.
45. Stephens, Lorenzo Dow: LIFE SKETCHES OF A JAYHAWKER OF
‘49...ACTUAL EXPERIENCES OF A PIONEER Told by Himself in His
Own Way. [San Jose]. 1916. 68pp. plus six plates. Original stiff printed wrappers,
rebacked with brown paper tape. Edges a bit chipped. Overall a good plus copy.
A scarce western overland account by a restless New Jersey Jayhawker who traveled through Death Valley with Manly. “Stephens joined an Illinois company that
left for California on March 28, 1849. The company traveled to Fort Laramie,
South Pass, Fort Bridger, and Salt Lake City before veering off to the Southern
Route and Death Valley. Surviving this ordeal, he followed the coast from Los
Angeles to San Jose and then to the diggings on the Merced River....With the
beginning of the rainy season in the fall of 1850, Stephens took up farming and
freighting. A restless type, he joined the mining rushes in British Columbia in
1862 and the Klondike in 1898” – Kurutz.
HOWES S941. GRAFF 3972. ADAMS HERD 2160. ADAMS SIX-GUNS 2136.
KURUTZ 601. COWAN, p.613. MATTES 639. MINTZ 444. ROCQ 2340.
$400.

this edition, at Berkeley and University of California at Davis, and Wheat notes
one further at the California State Library.
WHEAT GOLD REGION 124. WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI 643. HOWES
D351 (ref). KURUTZ 196 (ref).
$10,000.
44. Sortore, Abram: BIOGRAPHY AND EARLY LIFE SKETCH OF THE
LATE ABRAM SORTORE INCLUDING HIS TRIP TO CALIFORNIA AND
BACK. Alexandria, Mo. March 25, 1909. [2],10pp. Original printed wrappers.
Some minor yellow sunning on front cover, else very good and clean.

46. [Tyson, Philip T.]: REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR, COMMUNICATING INFORMATION IN RELATION TO THE GEOLOGY
AND TOPOGRAPHY OF CALIFORNIA. [Washington. 1850]. 127pp. plus
ten folding maps and profiles. [bound with:] (PART II.).... [Washington. 1850].
37pp. plus three folding maps. Modern cloth. Preliminary leaves tanned. Two maps
detached but present. Some wear to maps at folds. Light foxing. About very good.
“Probably the earliest work of true scientific research to emerge from the Gold
Rush. Its author was a gifted scientist whose pioneering effort was of considerable value” – Wheat. Tyson’s report was gleaned from his four-months’ stay in
California. His report was reprinted in 1851 as Geology and Industrial Resources of
California. The maps show the Sacramento Valley and the Sierra Nevada.
WHEAT GOLD RUSH 212. WHEAT GOLD REGIONS 179. HOWES T455,
“aa.” KURUTZ 643b.
$750.

COWAN, p.648. HOWES U3. MINTZ 473. FLAKE 9068. STREETER SALE
3180. GRAFF 4230. KURUTZ 644. SABIN 97663. WAGNER-CAMP 281.
MATTES 995. NORRIS CATALOGUE 4042. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 213.
HOLLIDAY SALE 1112. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 124 (note). $2000.

Advice for the Gold Rush
48. Walton, Daniel: THE BOOK NEEDED FOR THE TIMES CONTAINING THE LATEST WELL-AUTHENTICATED FACTS FROM THE
GOLD REGIONS; ALSO, A GEOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL VIEW
OF CALIFORNIA, WITH THE DIFFERENT ROUTES, BY LAND AND
WATER, AND THEIR DIFFICULTIES.... Boston: Stacy, Richardson & Co.,
Printers, 1849. 32pp. Facsimile brown printed wrappers. Titlepage toned, with
two small paper repairs not affecting text. Outer third of final leaf completed in
facsimile, with half of text of final two stanzas on p. 31 supplied. Minor creasing,
light to moderate foxing. Good. In a half morocco and cloth slipcase and chemise
with bookplate on interior.

Overland Twice
47. Udell, John: INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL TO CALIFORNIA, ACROSS THE
GREAT PLAINS; TOGETHER WITH THE RETURN TRIPS THROUGH
CENTRAL AMERICA AND JAMAICA.... Jefferson, Ohio: Printed for the
author, 1856. 302pp. plus errata. Portrait. Original patterned cloth, spine richly
gilt. Slight sunning to spine, minor edge wear. Modern bookplate on rear pastedown. Light foxing and spotting, some staining to a few leaves, light tideline in
upper corner of some leaves. Overall, very good. In a cloth clamshell case.
This copy contains the portrait, which Howes notes is not present in all copies.
Udell has signed this copy below his portrait: “Your friend, John Udell.” An important overland narrative. Udell, a Baptist minister, travelled via South Pass in
1850, home by Nicaragua in 1851, to California again in 1852, back by Panama
in 1853, out again in 1854, and home in 1855. The book describes his overland
experiences in detail, including a trip through Salt Lake City and observations
of Mormonism, as well as giving details of his life in California, including mining for gold.
The Streeter copy sold to Nebenzahl for $110 in 1968.

Among the rarest of the gold rush pamphlets, listed in Eberstadt catalogue 135
(circa 1950) at $650 with the following
note: “One of the rarest books of the
California gold rush, only several copies
of which are known to be in existence.”
The author includes a history of gold
discovery and mining in California,
personal experiences of miners, and
estimates of costs. He describes San
Francisco and routes to the mines, and
warns of the dangers inherent in the
journey and the odds against striking
it rich:
“Let every man, then, who goes to California, arrange his affairs at home, if
he has any to arrange, and make his
will . He may outlive all the perils
of the enterprise, and return – either
very rich or extremely poor – and live
long in the society of his friends; but
he runs many chances to reach a very
different result.”
Other pieces of advice are more succinct
including “stay at home,” and “if you
go to California, take any route but
[the Isthmus].” Walton further asserts
that “our own opinion is, that there is

a vast deal of knavery in getting up this gold fever,” and that recent reports of
discoveries of three-pound gold nuggets are “monstrous nonsense.” The pamphlet
concludes with a long humorous poem entitled “The Californian Cry,” which
balances the excitement and anticipation of going to California with cautionary
advice. We locate fifteen copies in institutions, though it is our experience that
Walton’s book is very scare on the market. A great gold rush pamphlet, with
clear-headed advice for those caught with gold fever.
HOWES W77, “b.” EBERSTADT 135:177. COWAN, p.668. KURUTZ 658.
VAIL, GOLD FEVER, p.25. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 182 (note). ROCQ 16132.
SABIN 101210.
$7500.
49. Willard, Emma: LAST LEAVES OF AMERICAN HISTORY: COMPRISING HISTORIES OF THE MEXICAN WAR AND CALIFORNIA. New
York. 1849. 230,[10]pp. plus folding map. Original cloth. Head and toe of spine
frayed. Scattered foxing, minor tear at folds of map, bookplate. A good copy.
A reliable account of California and the Mexican-American War, describing causes
leading to the war with Mexico, the conquest of New Mexico and California,
Doniphan’s expedition to Chihuahua, Scott’s invasion of Mexico, etc. The second
part treats the history of California, beginning with the missions, describing the
Spanish and Mexican governments, Fremont’s expedition, the Wilkes expedition,
Stockton and Kearny’s movements, and concludes with an account of the gold
rush. This is the first edition, reprinted many times. The map, illustrating the
United States and Mexico, was published for the book by J.H. Colton.
TUTOROW 3248. COWAN, p.684.
$550.
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